Ondal Cave & Guinsa Temple
Ondal Cave is located underground at the foot of Seongsan
Mountain, where Ondalsanseong Fortress is situated. It is a natural
limestone cave that is estimated to have begun forming around
450 million years ago. The total 760 meter-long cave covers an area
of 349,485 square meters. The cave mouth is two meters high,
while the cave itself is 5 to 10 meters high and about 5 meters wide.
The cave features stairway structure and contains an abundance of
beautiful stalagmites and stalactites.
The Ondal Open Film Set has been the scene of many popular
Korean dramas. The set is located within the Ondal tourist site in
Yeongchun-myeon, Danyang-gun, Chungcheongbuk-do.
In addition to the famous sets themselves, clothes and props used
during filming are on exhibit, and models of the drama’s protagonists
are available for photos. Visitors are also pleased to experience
the many other attractions in the area, including Ondal Cave,
a theme park, Ondalsanseong Fortress, Ondalgwan museum, and
well-known regional cuisine.
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Guinsa Temple, located below
Yeonhwabong Peak of
Sobaeksan Mountain, is the head
quarters of the Cheontae Order of
Korean Buddhism and now
presides over 140 temples across
the nation.
Standing on a lot measuring a
total of 15,014 square meters,
the temple has an impressive,
5-story main sanctuary as well as
over 50 chambers and is
bordered by modern buildings t
hat can accommodate up to
10,000 visitors.
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Itinerary
0730 ---Depart at Chekertails, Bldg # 924
0900 --- Arrive Highway Rest Stop
0920 --- Depart Highway Rest Stop
1100 --- Arrive Ondal Cave & Drama Set
(Free time and Lunch)
1250 --- Depart Ondal Cave & Drama Set
1300 --- Arrive Guinsa Temple
1530 --- Depart Guinsa Temple
1630 --- Arrive Highway Rest Stop
1650 --- Depart Highway Rest Stop
1830 --- Arrive Osan Air Force Base

Itinerary is subject to change

Important Things That Tourists Must Know
• Tour bus departs at Chekertails, building 924 and departs at 0730 hours.
• Please be here 15-20 minutes prior to departure time.
• Lunch options are following: pack your own lunch or bring lunch money
(Approximately ₩15,000~₩25,000)
• Recommended to bring extra currency for snacks, drinks and souvenirs.
• The tour involves strenuous walking, NOT RECOMMENDED for

families with small children on those with walking issues’ long distances
with steep stairways in the cave and temple hills.
* Any cancellations must be made by close of 2 business days prior to trip.

